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❭❭Keeping in Touch
A TIME OF CHANGE

O
By Barbara Davey,
President, MISA BC

❭
4

N BEHALF OF the MISA

In order to provide another occasion for

BC Executive, I invite you to

networking and sharing, we changed the time,

attend the 2016 MISA BC Fall

venue and invitees for our annual vendor

Conference in Courtenay, British

appreciation/fall conference launch event held

Columbia. With a theme of “DreamIT,” the

in the early spring. It was held after hours

conference is once again promising to be filled

instead of at lunch, in a less formal setting

to capacity with information and ideas, people

that allowed interaction with many attendees,

and activities. I personally look forward to

and included local municipal CIOs and IT

seeing you there!

Managers to round out the guest list. Based

Collaboration, networking, sharing and

on feedback, it was a high value and enjoyable

support are where MISA BC offers value to

event for both vendor and municipal attendees.

its members. In keeping with the aim of offer-

The annual Spring Workshop is a smaller,

ing opportunities to add value, 2015/2016

more intimate experience than fall conference,

was a time of change.

with a focus on providing an education oppor-

The 2015 Fall Conference was held in the

tunity for members. The theme of the 2016

lower mainland of British Columbia in North

Spring Workshop was “The Next Generation

Vancouver for the first time in many years.

IT Leader,” a look at how IT professionals

This location provided participation oppor-

can become enablers and innovators that

tunities for local municipal staff that might

lead change. The two-day workshop was sold

otherwise not have been able to attend. In

out, with two separate presenters passing on

addition to a full program, including our

their knowledge and expertise in leadership,

traditional, popular Municipal Showcase,

and with ample opportunity for attendees to

which provides information to members on

interact with peers.

what their peers have accomplished, we

MISA BC will continue to work towards

added Birds of a Feather sessions to allow

offering opportunities for collaboration, net-

additional interaction and information

working, sharing and support, thereby deliv-

exchange between delegates.

ering value to our members.

●

Collaboration, networking, sharing and support are where MISA BC offers value to its members. In
keeping with the aim of offering opportunities to add value, 2015/2016 was a time of change.
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❭❭Column
MISA/ASIM NEWS ACROSS CANADA
MISA Ontario Announces 2016 Awards
Every year, the Municipal Information Systems Association of
Ontario (MISA) recognizes municipalities, individuals within muni-

• Municipality of Chatham-Kent for their “Call Centre Automization
& Virtualization Initiative”

cipalities and organizations for excellence in the use and delivery

• City of Windsor for their “Energy Management System Initiative”

of technology. A panel made up of representatives from various

Several other awards that recognized outstanding individual

municipalities selects award recipients from all of the nominations

contributions to MISA Ontario were also presented. This year

received. Awards were presented at the Annual Conference Awards

was unique with a tie for the People’s Choice Award going to

Banquet on June 6 in Blue Mountain.

both York Region and the Municipality of Chatham-Kent. The

2016 winners who receive the Excellence in Municipal Systems

Partner of the Year Award was presented to CDW Canada for

award include:

their support of the association. Nick Powers from Peterborough

• City of Kingston for their “Kingston Police Information Check

Utilities was recognized with a Special Recognition Award for his

(K-PIC) Initiative”

leadership and personal contribution. The John Cushing Award

• York Region for their “Self-Serve Data Depot (SSDD) Initiative”

was presented to Kathryn Bulko from the City of Toronto for her

• Town of Newmarket for their “Digital Pen Initiative”

Continued on page 7

REGISTER TODAY WITH MARKETING CODE MISA16 FOR SPECIAL RATE* OR FOR A FREE EXPO PASS
*All Access ($750 vs $119ĆĩŏđŏWed-Thu Conference ($650 vs $99Ćĩŏđŏ*!ŏay Conference ($400 vs $595)

Your Destination for Connecting Technology, Ideas and Canadians
Staying ahead of today’s disruptive technologies and maintaining your innovation IQ in our
fast-paced and ever changing world are no easy feat. Whether you’re looking to establish new
partnerships, explore innovative solutions, get access to top experts, or just sharpen your skills,
GTEC has you covered!
Engage with, and learn from Canada’s leading inﬂuencers and thought leaders as they showcase
excellence in business and public sector IM/IT. Don’t miss your chance to hear from public sector and
industry experts, make connections, gain insight and uncover solutions to address technology and
service delivery.
+ CELEBRATE EXCELLENCE at the DISTINCTION AWARDS CEREMONY & GALA
+ CONNECT with THOUGHT LEADERS in the INSPIRING CONFERENCE PROGRAM
+ EXPERIENCE PUBLIC SECTOR ENABLING SOLUTIONS & TECHNOLOGIES at the EXHIBITION
www.gtec.ca/ottawa
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TEMPEST
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Premier software for local government
Revenue Systems Management
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Community Development
eGovernment MyCityTM

See you at the 2016 MISA conferences!
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Applied GeoLogics Inc.
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(519) 821-3262
info@appliedgeologics.com • www.appliedgeologics.com

www.digitalboundary.net
1.800.747.3557 Ext. 221
info@digitalboundary.net

AGL specializes in the implementation of GIS and Web enabled Asset and
Work Management Systems for local government. Our team has accumulated
a wealth of experience by delivering effective solutions to Federal, Provincial/
State and Local Governments throughout North America and overseas.
AGL is also Cartegraph’s Premier Business Partner and the sole Canadian
Distributor for Cartegraph Solutions. Cartegraph and AGL have enjoyed a
long and mutually beneficial relationship, spanning more than 15 years.
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Continued from page 5

Greater Sudbury received this award for his dedication to the associa-

long and exemplary dedicated service to both MISA Ontario and

tion. Alison Hermansen was also honoured for her significant role

MISA/ASIM Canada.

as Executive Director for the association. Alison retired from her

The Lifetime Membership award recognizes an individual who
has made meaningful personal contributions to MISA Ontario over
a span of many years. This was also a unique year for this award as
it was awarded to two recipients. Bruno Mangiardi from the City of

MISA Ontario
InfoSec 2016
Delegate registration is now open! This
year’s MISA Ontario Annual InfoSec
Conference will be held at Hockley
Valley Resort near Orangeville, Ontario
from September 26 to 28, 2016. This
conference focuses on all aspects of
Information Security targeted towards
municipal IT professionals who are
front line staff, managers and directors.
Training sessions, keynote speeches,
presentations and trade-show displays
all come together to provide municipalities with the guidance and direction they
need for their future strategies. Review
the agenda for the conference.
Early bird member pricing is available

position in June. On behalf of MISA Ontario, we congratulate all of
this year’s nominees and winners.
All winning submissions for “Excellence in Municipal Systems”
awards will be available on MISA Ontario website later in June.

MISAONTARIO

INFOSEC 2016
WHEN
SEPTEMBER 26-28, 2016
WHERE

HOCKEY VALLEY
MONO. ONTARIO

WWW.MISA.ON.CA

until August 24 and starts $410 for a full
delegate pass. Day passes start at $205!
IMPORTANT: You need to sign into
your member account before you purchase your delegate pass to access the
early bird discount!
Delegates should take the following
steps to register for the conference with
their early bird discount.
• STEP 1: Log into your Member Account
(Forgot your username or password?
Click here to reset)
• STEP 2: Once you log into your account
access the Delegate Registration Link
and follow the steps.
Details about booking accommodation can be found on the MISA website.
Click on Chapters, then Ontario and
scroll down to see options available. ●
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❭❭Feature

BREAKING DOWN

DATA SILOS
By Roberta Fernell, Director of IT, County of Newell

T

HE STRATEGIC PRIORITY

in existing software and most importantly we

established for the County of

needed to breakdown data silos. It has taken

Newell IT Department during the

close to four years to lay that foundation and

Management Retreat was: “To

we are on the cusp of realizing our goal.

implement a single entry automated and inte-

Figure 1 represents our pre-project struc-

grated system for all Information Technology

ture. The pre-project structure had many

System applications…” After some exploration

data silos. Enforcement, Complaint Tracking,

of options and a few false starts, the County

Permits, Agenda & Meetings, and our

of Newell began its project in 2012.

Electronic Document & Records Management

The project is meant to meet a number

systems all worked independently of all other

of organizational objectives. The expecta-

systems. GIS was able to export layers to our

tion is that the Newell System Integration

AVL system, but was otherwise stand-alone.

Project (NSIP) will minimize the number

The financial system, which also contained

of steps it takes to perform assigned dut-

our costing system, was limited to exports to

ies; will allow information to be more read-

the assessment system and integration with

ily available; reduce the number of manual

our financial reporting system. The ability to

processes; eliminate duplication of work; bal-

generate financial reports was never able to

ance input with output; increase efficiency;

meet County business requirements.

increase reporting options; and achieve
greater automation.

8

Figure 2 represents our post-project
structure.

The first step in the project was to lay the

In the post-project structure, all the systems

foundation. The County of Newell needed to

can talk to each other with the exclusion of

procure new hardware, restructure their GIS,

the enforcement system and the agenda and

evaluate existing and new software options,

meetings system. Costing is a separate system

purchase software or additional functionality

from finance and permits have been added to

MUNICIPAL INTERFACE | Visit www.misa-asim.ca and check out our digital edition.

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

the financial system. Currently all integrations

of existing and new software options, integra-

are either in place or have been tested and are

tions with other potential systems was dis-

ready to go. With this structure, the County of

cussed and evaluated. The County of Newell

Newell is in a position to begin to report and

made a point of selecting software in which

analyze all related data in a single business

integrations are native to the application.

intelligence interface.

Where this was not possible and integrations

The objective of breaking down the data
silos is to ensure that the systems have the

are customized, maintenance and support
agreements have been put in place.

ability to speak to one another. In order for

The overall cost of integrations has been

the County of Newell to move forward with its

minimal in comparison to the costs related to

System Integration Project, it needs the appli-

the purchase of new hardware and software

cations to communicate. During the evaluation

and adding functionality to existing software.
MUNICIPAL INTERFACE | The National Professional Journal of MISA/ASIM Canada | June 2016
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The County of Newell is now beginning

By applying metadata, all invoices can be

to realize their System Integration Project

grouped and viewed by project, by vendor,

objectives:

etc., by performing a simple search. No longer

Rather than processing an invoice and then

is there a requirement to look up the invoices

scanning it into our electronic and records

to be located in the financial system, and then

management system, we scan it prior to being

individually locate each in the vendor files.

processed. The system then routes it through

Documents can be accessed by all staff

the approval process. Once approved, the

at any time or from any workstation, includ-

invoice is filed and disposed of in accord-

ing home and mobile devices. There is no

ance with our retention by-law by the system.

longer a need to physically locate a file, no

In the invoice approval process, 26 steps were

longer duplicate files, and no longer is there

moved from staff to be performed automatic-

confusion over which is the most recent file.

ally. Staff no longer needs to physically move

Through the use of a public web access, public

the invoice from one desk to another, invoices

documents will be available to our citizens.

are no longer lost, finance staff always know

The public web access will display documents

where in the process the invoice is, and invoi-

located and managed within our electronic

ces are easily retrieved if there is a need to

document and records management system.

refer to them once processed. Invoices that

From the web map, users can view

used to take approximately 1.5 hours per

financial and permit information related

month to scan and data enter into our elec-

to parcels, can view documents related to

tronic document and records management

datasets, or view information related to assets

system now take approximately 38 seconds.

including costing.

MUNICIPAL INTERFACE | Visit www.misa-asim.ca and check out our digital edition.

Asset information collected through GIS

of the System Integration Project. Once the

Removing the data silos allows the County

is shared with the asset manager system and

Business Intelligence system is in place the

of Newell to collaborate better between depart-

visa-versa. Attribute information is entered

other project objectives of balancing input

ments and provide increased and improved

once, but used in both systems.

with output and increased reporting options

services to our citizens. By relating the County

will be met.

of Newell datasets we have opened the door to

The County of Newell has recently
launched a smartphone app, Newell Connect,

During the process of breaking down

improved understanding of relevance through

which replaces the previous complaint track-

the data silos, the County of Newell also

reporting and analytics. We can pull data

ing system. The issues reported through the

began to break down the department silos.

from one end of one system to the other end

app integrate with our electronic document

The change in thinking related to our data

of another system. By seeing the data rela-

and records management system, creating

aided in understanding how our departments

tive to data it relates to the County of Newell

the document, routing the service request,

related. The organization emphasizes the

can better understand it significance and

tracking and escalating, and filing appro-

need to process map and report on service

build improved strategies. Once completed,

priately. All automated. From the electronic

capacity. As an organization we are able

the County of Newell will not have a single

document and records management system the

to achieve not only process mapping and

system, but rather a collection of applications

service request is sent to GIS for mapping and

service capacity reporting within depart-

that function as one.

analytics on the County web map.

ments but cross-functionally as well. We

This functionality has minimized the

have mapped multiple cross-functional

number of steps to perform assigned dut-

processes often with the inclusion of the

ies, increased efficiency, reduced manual

system(s) involved and completed a work plan

processes, eliminated duplication of work,

alignment which allows us to understand the

achieved greater automation and made infor-

amount of time spent in each function by

mation more readily available, all objectives

each department.
MUNICIPAL INTERFACE | The National Professional Journal of MISA/ASIM Canada | June 2016
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❭❭Feature
ALL THE COLOURS
OF IT SHINE AT MISA
ONTARIO CONFERENCE

Photos courtesy of David Laneville, City of Timmins

Paraphrasing the host municipality’s motto of “Colour IT Your Way,”
the 2016 MISA Ontario Conference splashed into Grey County
with a colourful array of educational sessions, keynote speakers,
and networking opportunities. Over 550 delegates brought their
energy, enthusiasm and excitement to the Blue Mountain Conference
Centre for three days of all that’s current in municipal IT.
CAM CALKOEN

STEVE MELNICHUK

Inspirational speaker

Thunder Bay Social Services Administration

Born with cerebral palsy, Cam’s parents were told he might never

Number of MISA conferences: 1

walk; instead, he grew up to represent New Zealand in the Junior

Most memorable moments: Cam Calkoen’s speech

Paralympics and World Championships and to inspire people around
the world to be awesome, to dream big, and to achieve more.

and the way he used humour really inspired me. And
Ray Boisvert’s keynote address was really relevant to my

Number of MISA conferences: 1

job as Chief Privacy Officer: he brought out aspects that

Most memorable moment: I had an absolutely awesome time in

you don’t even think about!

Blue Mountain and will remember it for a very long time. My favorite

Colour IT Your Way: To me, the theme speaks to how

win when I was an athlete was the Ontario Athletics Championships;

different all our organizations are; we all use the same

my speaking coach is based in Ontario; and your MISA conference was

applications but we all use them a bit differently. It’s

my first time speaking in Canada. You made me laugh, you made me

great to get together with colleagues to talk about that.

smile, you gave me memories of feeling incredibly welcome.

Favourite colour: Purple

Favourite colour: Blue: it reminds me that neither sea nor sky need
to be a barrier to our dreams

12
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SABINA VISSER | MARC COYLE
Diamond Municipal Solutions | City of Belleville
Number of MISA conferences: Sabina – too many to count | Marc – 10
Most memorable moment: Sabina – Getting engaged in front of 500 of my
closest MISA friends | Marc – Sabina nodding “yes”
Colour IT Your Way: Sabina – Being creative, being positive, vibrant and
memorable partnerships. It reminds me of the colour wheel, how each colour turns
into the next. We all need each other, every colour on the wheel, for it to turn!
Marc – Make it your own
Favourite colour: Sabina – Blue | Marc – Burgundy

CATE DILLON

ALLISON HERMANSEN

Town of Richmond Hill

Executive Director,

Number of MISA conferences: 1

MISA Ontario (left, seen

Most memorable moments: The

here with MISA Ontario

keynote speakers were very well selected;

President Christine Swenor)

they really woke us up and touched upon

Number of MISA conferences: 6

other sides of life, as well as IT. The

Most memorable moment: Being

panel discussions gave me perspective on

honoured with a lifetime membership

how others are solving problems. It’s good

in MISA Ontario as I get ready to retire

to see that there’s a lot of support in the

at the end of June.

professional community!

Favourite colour: Red

Colour IT Your Way: I think it’s
about how we all take our work and our
passions and really put our own identity
and personality to them!
Favourite colour: Purple
MISA Ontario Conference
raised $7000 for Launch Pad
Youth Activity and Technology
Centre. Located in Hanover,
Ontario, Launch Pad offers
skills and technology training
opportunities for young people
12 to 18 years of age.

Conference Chair Geoff Hogan
(far right) and his team
from Grey County enjoy a
successful start to MISA
Ontario’s 2016 Conference.
MUNICIPAL INTERFACE | The National Professional Journal of MISA/ASIM Canada | June 2016
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David Laneville, Director of IT at the City of Timmins and MISA’s resident
photographer, makes a rare appearance in front of the camera with
Marc Coyle (left) and Sabina Visser.

MISA Ontario’s staff team, left to right: Lesley Spencer-Cooper, Event
Planner; Alison Hermansen, Executive Director; Jacqueline O’Hara,
Community Manager

Bruno Mangiardi, Chief Information Officer at the City of Greater Sudbury
(centre) receives MISA Ontario’s Lifetime Membership Award from
President Christine Swenor and Northern Region Director Ron St. Onge in
recognition of his many years of service to the association.

Kathryn Bulko, City of Toronto and MISA/ASIM Canada Past President
(right), receives the John Cushing Award for long and exemplary service to
MISA Ontario in recognition of her outstanding and dedicated service to
the association over the years.

Hypnotist Wayne Lee uses the power of suggestion on a group of volunteers, reminding the audience that they have the power and ability to manage their
stress, activate their imaginations and program their subconscious to surpass any goal.

14
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NEIL PASRICHA
Author and Speaker
Author of The Book of Awesome and The Happiness Quotient shares his simple strategies for increasing the happiness in our lives.
Number of MISA conferences: 1
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❭❭Feature

MUNICIPAL CIO SU

A

TOWN NAMED for the mountain at
its heart seems a fitting locale for

County for three days of knowledge building

Many municipal IT leaders face the dilemma

and networking.

of having a strategic plan that no one seems

a conference designed to elevate

As a leader, it’s the municipal CIO’s job to

to follow, having team members continually

municipal IT leadership to new

provoke innovation and help their department

demanding direction while conversely not

levels. The sixth annual event, with the theme

to think and work strategically. Speaker Paul

having senior leadership accept direction,

of “Lift IT Up,” drew 50 participants to the

Stokes from Gartner offered practical thoughts

despite being able to provide the data to

Town of the Blue Mountains in Ontario’s Grey

on why this is often easier said than done.

support it. Stokes pointed out that strategic

16
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MMIT LIFTS IT UP!
thinking helps with critical leadership chal-

instead of simply memorizing solutions keeps

and Economic Development Canada. “Cities

lenges; the process of surfacing and resolving

focus and compels creativity.

are becoming more vital and more important

leadership goals can set IT leaders and their

“We are entering the Golden Age of

than ever.” Accordingly, it’s important for muni-

teams on focused path towards their goals.

municipal governments,” observed Corinne

cipalities to have the tools they need to be active

An important aspect of doing so, he noted, is

Charette, Senior Assistant Deputy Minister

in the growing digital economy. The federal

to ask people to think instead of remember;

of Spectrum, Information Technologies and

government has set this goal as a priority, said

challenging them to think and resolve issues

Telecommunications for Innovation, Science

Charette, who offered information on Canada’s

MUNICIPAL INTERFACE | The National Professional Journal of MISA/ASIM Canada | June 2016
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Digital Interchange, a process whereby cit-

your decision and asking it can lead you to

notes on how they can best face. The now-

izens will be able to transact securely online

making a good decision, instead of one that

traditional “speed dating”-style discussion

with different levels of government using an

will create further problems.

involves half the group remaining seated, while

already-secured means. Additional government

Many, if not most, IT leaders find them-

the other half circulates from one partner to

priorities include service to business through

selves struggling to make their organizations

the next for brief, five-minute discussions of

the establishment of a Business Number to

flourish in an environment fraught with vola-

key IT matters. From citizen engagement, to

identify businesses to all business-facing gov-

tility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity

digital government, to an important review of

ernment programs; the bundling of federal

(VUCA). As a result, observed Info-Tech’s

the biggest challenges facing municipal IT

and federal/provincial/territorial services;

James Alexander, the challenges of rapidly

leaders today, the conversation covered the

and Expedited Business Start. Open Data and

understanding inputs, elevating stakeholder

hurdles that municipalities are facing and the

Identity Management also top the list.

satisfaction and assessing internal capabilities

strategies they are using to get over them.

As municipalities continue to do more with

are often handled through ad hoc and informal

The Municipal CIO Summit is also a

less, seek new ways to engage their commun-

processes that don’t provide measurable

time for MISA/ASIM Canada to celebrate

ities, deliver integrated services, attract new

results or any definition of success. A data-

its own, and this year was no exception.

business and embrace the digital economy,

driven strategy, based on actual information

Special Recognition Awards were handed

Rogers’ Steve Van Binsbergen wants to help

instead of guesses or suppositions, helps CIOs

out to Maria McChesney and Marion Price

them achieve success in all those things with

to define IT’s mandate, measure IT’s perform-

in recognition of their roles as co-chairs of

a new initiative called “Smart Community.”

ance, and analyze the department’s internal

the Recreation Registration Software Working

A national shared services platform with the

capabilities. In a VUCA environment, when

Group and to Corey Halford for his excellent

purpose of increasing citizen engagement

some 66 per cent of organizational leaders

work in managing the requirements, gathering

within and between public sector entities,

don’t understand how to use IT to transform

and procurement of a mobile event applica-

and creating a data sovereign cloud platform

the business and 72 per cent misjudge which

tion that can be used by all Chapters and

supporting improved service delivery, smart

services really matter to them, a model that

their members.

cities and identity management, this initiative

uses data to increase and improve the trans-

Also bestowed at the event was MISA/ASIM

facilitates collaboration using cloud-based

formation of the business system secures IT’s

Canada’s highest honour, the Peter Bennett

technology to drive innovation.

value as a member of the business team.

Award. The Peter Bennett Award trophy has

The ability to make good decisions is at

Like so many sectors in Canada today,

been presented annually to an individual who

the heart of good leadership, and municipal

government is experiencing a demographic

has made an outstanding contribution to the

IT leaders gained an advantage in that skill

shift. The composition of the municipal work-

Canadian municipal IT community and to the

through the insights of Mike Levy of Leaders

force is aging; many municipalities face the

MISA/ASIM Canada mission and objectives,

Beyond. When faced with an opportunity to

challenge of having over 30 per cent of their

while exemplifying Bennett’s spirit of demon-

make a decision, we are compelled to ask

workforce poised to retire within the next five

strated leadership and working “beyond the

four questions: What’s happening? which

years. Despite this, few have a formal succes-

call” with humour and humanity. This year’s

requires sensory skills; What does it mean?

sion strategy to replace retiring workers. Paul

award was presented Jean-Pierre Fortin of the

which requires interpretative skills; What

Francis of StarDyne Technologies encouraged

City of Montreal for his role in fostering great

can I do? Which requires imaginative skills;

IT leaders to face the problem head-on, not

relations between RIMQ and MISA Canada.

and, What will I do? which requires decision-

only by developing a succession plan, but also

Among the learning and sharing and recog-

making skills. Each of these questions is vital

by developing a workplace that will build and,

nitions that take place at the Municipal CIO

for good decision-making, but rarely does one

more importantly, retain the next generation of

Summit, perhaps the most important oppor-

person have strong skills in all of the areas. In

leaders. Shifts in the workplace culture to make

tunity is the networking that occurs over meals

order to build their capacity for good-decision

work more meaningful, to develop high per-

and cups of coffee, between sessions and on

making, participants were divided into groups

formers by surrounding them with other high

walks between locations. “The networking

and faced with a dilemma to solve. As groups

performers, to encourage a flexible workplace

opportunities provide connections with col-

rushed into providing solutions, which Levy

with the tools and strategies to support collab-

leagues,” said Nasir Kenea, from the City

shot down with rebuttals, it soon became clear

oration will be vital to building the future of IT.

of Markham, who was attending his second

to those involved that the way to solve the

As valuable to participants at the MCIO

MCIO Summit. He added, “The combination

problem was first to determine why it was a

Summit as the presentations are, the greatest

of the caliber of the speakers, the variety of

problem at all. “Why,” Levy pointed out, is

value comes from the delegates themselves,

the content and the variety of formats provides

the powerful question to ask before making

as they discuss their own issues and compare

great value for learning.”
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❭❭Feature

DREAMS
Come True

T

PHOTO: BOOMER JERRITT

Making
HIS FALL, THE Island beckons.

Best Western Westerly Hotel. Best of all, the

the public we serve. The first theme subject,

From September 19 to 22, the City

MISA BC shuttle bus will connect them all,

‘People,’ refers to IT being on the front lines

of Courtenay, located in the Comox

with morning and evening shuttles to allow

when having to suggest creative solutions to

Valley on Vancouver Island, will

attendees to concentrate on the business at

carry out the vision of an organization. The

hand: turning IT dreams into IT reality.

goal is to connect people and services seam-

host the annual MISA BC Fall Conference.
The conference will take place at three cen-

The conference theme of “DreamIT” will

trally located venues in the city’s downtown

showcase and explore the people, tools and

core: The Sid Williams Theatre, the Florence

technology that are essential to the future of

In Courtenay, the focus on people will

Filberg Centre and the historic Native Sons

IT. Neil Borecky, the Conference Chair, shares

include three respected keynote speakers:

Hall. Four of the city’s best hotel properties

the vision behind the theme:

Tod Maffin, Dr. Helen Papagiannis, and

lessly so that the background details of how
it is done are scarcely noticed.”

will open their doors to provide accommoda-

“It’s important to avoid the silo effect within

Steve Dotto.

tion to the more than 300 attendees, including

an organization, and part of our job as IT

Tod Maffin, the president of engageQ

the Crown Isle Resort, Holiday Inn Express &

professionals is to connect the dots between

digital, a digital marketing agency, is the co-

Suites, the Old House Hotel & Spa, and the

departments, the people that run them, and

author of TOUCH: Five Factors to Growing
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and Leading a Human Organization. His
energetic, upbeat, jargon-free and highly
entertaining presentation style ensures
that audiences are not only captivated and
engaged, but entertained and motivated.
Now recognized as a technology futurist,
thousands of professionals in the international media, technology, and business
communities follow Tod’s insights.
Dr. Helen Papagiannis, a world-leading expert in the field of Augmented
Reality (AR) is the author of Augmented
Human —the first non-technical, accessible book on AR, in which she reveals
how this technological revolution will
impact us and our organizations, and the
opportunities that lie within this rapidly
growing industry. Working with AR for
PHOTO: SARAH KERR

a decade as a researcher, designer, and
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technology evangelist, Dr. Papagiannis
was named among the NEXT 100 Top
Influencers of the Digital Media Industry
and is the former Chief Innovation Officer

PHOTO: BOOMER JERRITT

PHOTO: BOOMER JERRITT

at Infinity Augmented Reality Inc. and Senior

the evaluation of novel tools.” Borecky’s

best of this city, the urban and cultural hub of

Research Associate at York University’s

Courtenay planning team looks forward to

the Comox Valley, Monday’s tours will include

Augmented Reality Lab.

highlighting some of the best stories and solu-

beer, bikes, and bison along with outstand-

Steve Dotto possesses a unique, refresh-

tions in the Municipal Showcase each morning

ing golf and delicious cuisine. Evenings will

ing, and thought-provoking view of the world

followed by dynamic speaking sessions and

include a warm Welcome Reception at the

of technology and how it impacts our lives.

case studies each afternoon.

Crown Isle Resort, a fun Street Party under

He has a talent for looking at technology and

Completing the trifecta is “Technology.”

the Big Tent, complete with museum, magic,

understanding how it affects us, not just how it

“From mobile devices to switches and serv-

and music, and a finale that will demonstrate

works and what it will do for us. Steve explains,

ers, the technology is what does the heavy-

the true meaning of community, complete with

with great insight and humour, the effect tech-

lifting. This is often the hidden world of IT,

West Coast inspired fare, a casino and jazz

nology has on our work and personal lives.

and it’s important to be knowledgeable about

lounge to while away the hours with friends

His background in comedy, including stints

the latest and most reliable technology when

new and old.

in theatre and with Second City, contributes

determining a budget for items that the major-

Come join us in September, in Courtenay,

to making Steve an engaging, relevant, often

ity of your organization will never see. Your

where MISA BC will offer up four days of

irreverent, and highly entertaining speaker.

server room is there to serve.” Courtenay’s

indoor business and outdoor beauty along

With “People” covered, the theme’s focus

Fall Conference will present the IT industry’s

with the island’s stress free philosophy in a

turns to “Tools”; the software and apps that

brightest and best under one roof in what is

city known for its low-rise buildings, flower-

accomplish our goals. “It seems that this

sure to be another annual sold-out Trade Show.

lined streets and genuine friendliness; an

landscape has undergone a sea-change in

Along with three comprehensive days of

recent years with a trend towards lightweight

programming, attendees will be invited to

mobile apps and software-as-a-service. Along

share in the more social side of Courtenay

with these trends come big decisions around

with an array of fun and exciting activities

an organization’s privacy, data storage and

and events. Designed to showcase the very

Island gem.
Registration is now open at www.misa.
bc.ca/conference
The Conference Chair may be reached at
conference@misa.bc.ca
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Feature
❭❭❭❭Feature

COUNTY

& CITY

WORKING TOGETHER
TO OFFER

By Steven Kipta, I.T. Project Manager,
County of Newell

INNOVATIVE
SMARTPHONE APP
I

N THE AGE of technology it is important for municipalities to keep up with the emerging
trends to provide their residents with innovative and effective means of communication.
In 2014, the County of Newell began researching ways to connect and increase communication between its staff and its residents to provide a higher level of customer service.

At the time, the County was taking requests from the public via phone, email and walk-ins.

Like many municipal organizations, there are many departments and committees involved
in addressing public concerns. Depending on the request, multiple departments and or com-

❭

mittees could also be involved in the resolution process, a process which created complexity

One of the unique
features of the app
is that it allows other
residents to vote and
comment on requests
placed by other users.

at times. The idea of a centralized system that could streamline these processes was seen to
benefit both the municipality and its residents. By offering an opportunity to stay connected
through the use of mobile devices, the County could fill a communication gap for residents
by allowing them to report issues any time of the day without the restriction of conventional
operating hours.
After initial research and discussions at the County of Newell, one suggestion put forward
was to deploy a smartphone app. The app could be the bridge for communication between the
County and its residents. If a resident had a concern or a request, they could submit it through
the app where it would then be routed to the appropriate County department to be resolved. As
well, the County could communicate any information in regards to its services, news, events
to its residents through the app.
After initial business requirements were defined by the organization, the task of developing
and releasing the app was handed to the County’s Information Technology (IT) department
which then began to research possible solutions. Shortly after research began, it was brought to
the attention of the IT Department that the City of Brooks, which is located within the County
of Newell, had similar requirements and was pursuing a solution as well.
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The Joint Services Committee, which is attended by both County and

on the local

City representatives, encouraged the municipalities to work together

arena LED

in developing a solution that would satisfy both business requirements

billboard,

and the needs of its residents. This meant that they would need to

billboard sign-

release a single app that would serve both County and City residents.

age in various

Each municipality appointed members on its behalf to represent

areas in the City,

each organizations respective interest during the lifecycle of the project.

an iPad kiosk which

This group would be ultimately responsible for delivering a solution

travelled to vari-

that meets each organization’s requirements.

ous functions to

The group initially worked with multiple vendors evaluating various

demo the features

options that could provide the solution they were looking for. After

and functionality

viewing the SeeClickFix platform, they found that by using it, they

of the app and vari-

could have one app with two separate interfaces: the appropriate

ous branded hand-out

interface would load dependant on the location of the user. If the user

promo materials such

was within the City of Brooks, the City’s interface would load and if

as pens, paper pads,

the user was outside the city but within the County of Newell bound-

fridge magnets.

aries, Newell’s interface would load. Keeping the interfaces separate

A large amount of effort was

allowed each municipality to display its own relevant information to

focused on the annual tradeshow

its own residents. Users could also manually switch back and forth to

as it was Newell Connects official

see up-to-date information in their community.

release to the public. The City shared

Once the two municipalities decided to go with the SeeClickFix

a portion of its booth with the County that was set

platform, they needed to come up with an app name. Each municipality

up specifically for Newell Connect. Various resources such as a

held a “Name the App” contest. The contest required users to submit

large touchscreen display, iPad Kiosk, and large print posters were

their app name suggestion; the name had to reflect the collaboration

displayed. The Newell Connect animated video was playing on the

and services that it would offer. Various submissions for both sides were

LED billboard at the entrance of the arena to the tradeshow.

reviewed and “Newell Connect” was selected. This name was chosen as

Since this was a shared co-launch, Newell and Brooks both had

it is inclusive to the region and builds off of existing regional branding.

members from their organization on hand at all times in the booth to

Once the name was decided, each municipality applied similar

help promote the app. These members consisted of the County and

themes to their interfaces (Newell would have its logo and its green back-

City’s councillors, staff, the County’s reeve and the City’s mayor.

ground and the City would have its logo and its blue background). This

Other unique collaborative marketing efforts included placing the

would make each municipalities interface identifiable to the end user.

Newell Connect advertising on the back of more than 350 t-shirts that

As for the service request types, the County aligned its request

were provided to marathon runners in an annual charity run held at

selection similar to Brooks’. This stayed true for the interface as the

Dinosaur Provincial Park, Alberta.

tile selection is very similar. The only differences are where certain

We have had positive feedback as the app allows the user to track

services are not offered by one but by the other. Once the remaining

the request in real time so they know where the request is and when it

configuration and settings were complete, an internal soft launch

is completed. As well, the County can provide additional information

took place.

such as comments or updates to the user via the request. One of the

Now that the County of Newell and City of Brooks have an app ready

unique features of the app is that it allows other residents to vote and

to deploy, how do they get it into the hands of their residents? As the

comment on requests placed by other users. When a request has multiple

entire project had been a collaborative effort, it was only fitting that

votes, the municipalities know that residents agree that it is an issue

they continue working together on a joint effort release, which included

and it needs to be acted upon. This is great feedback as it encourages

a marketing strategy to target both rural and urban residents’ aware-

communication between residents and the governing municipality.

ness. It was an excellent opportunity to share each municipality’s staff

Both Newell and Brooks have a great working relationship and are

skillsets and creativity. Various media for marketing were created, radio

very proud of the collaboration between them in the release of their

ads on the local FM station, print ads for the local newspapers, instruc-

smartphone app. They look forward to evolving the application by

tional brochures, an informational video that was published online and

continual development of new features and functionality.
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❭❭Column
MUNICIPAL NEWS ACROSS CANADA
District of Squamish Working
Towards a Digital Future

City of Humboldt Launches
Free Mobile App

The District of Squamish is seeking resident and business input

Want to report a water leak in your neighbourhood? Direct City

to help shape a new Community Digital Strategy that will promote

staff to an annoying pothole? Check facility schedules from your

greater community connection, support government openness and

phone? In Humboldt, there’s now an app for that.

transparency, attract economic opportunities and close the “digital
divide” to ensure a level playing field for all.

At their regular April 11th meeting, City Council viewed a demonstration of the new, free Humboldt Connect online and mobile

“Although important and foundational, a Community Digital

app service that improves the public’s ability to submit and track

Strategy goes well beyond the services that the District provides,”

non-emergency matters within the city. Powered by SeeClickFix,

says District of Squamish Mayor, Patricia Heintzman. “Our goal is

the place-based reporting platform allows residents to report

to ensure the community’s growing digital needs will be met, be it

neighbourhood concerns and improvements, ranging from graffiti

high speed connectivity and bandwidth at home, work, or on mobile

and flooding to damaged sidewalks and malfunctioning traffic

devices; access to data and online services; or learning opportunities

signals. Once a report is received, City of Humboldt staff direct

for our youth. A strong digital strategy will show the world that we

the request to the appropriate Department and provide updates

are future-focused, relevant and ready for digital change.”

as the issue is addressed and resolved. “We’re excited to launch

Community digital strategies are being developed by pro-

smart, user-friendly technology to provide access to residents

gressive cities and municipalities worldwide that recognize

anywhere, at any time of day,” said Mayor Malcolm Eaton. “We

the value of a digitally active community and its impact on

encourage people to download the app to let us know of issues

economic growth.

in the community and to stay connected with what’s happening

The foundation for Squamish’s strategy was developed by the

in Humboldt.”

District’s Digital Strategy Select Committee, which was formed in

Humboldt is the first community in Saskatchewan and only the

2015 and is comprised of representatives from local businesses,

10th in Canada to adopt and integrate the SeeClickFix platform

industry and non-profit organizations. The strategy will align

and mobile application as part of their civic services. Beyond

with both the District’s Technology Transformation Project, a

simply reporting issues, users can access City news, events, facil-

four-year plan that will update or replace most of the District’s

ity schedules, and social media channels through the iPhone and

core technology systems, and the Economic Development Strategy,

Android app. Humboldt Connect is also available through the City’s

currently underway.

website, Facebook page, and www.seeclickfix.com.

Strathroy-Caradoc Launches Redesigned Website
The Municipality of Strathroy-Caradoc launched its newly-refreshed

“Our goal is to continually enhance our online presence to

municipal website on Friday, March 11, 2016. The site showcases

improve access to municipal programs, services, and informa-

a new design that reflects the community and its growing digital

tion,” said Strathroy-Caradoc Mayor Joanne Vanderheyden. “The

needs. With online services becoming a necessity for businesses

changes we have made to the site respond to the trends we have

and communities, Strathroy-Caradoc wanted to update its website to

observed over the last few years, including a preference toward

include mobile responsiveness and new online features that would

accessing online content through mobile devices, and a desire to

meet the need for a more efficient website solution.

conduct business with the municipality outside of regular hours

Along with creating an innovative and welcoming online environment for the community, Strathroy-Caradoc also focused on requests
from citizens related to new services and mobile-friendly design.

of operation.”
The updated website was developed in response to community
feedback, and has the ability to include online features designed
Continued on page 30
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❭❭Rapport de RIMQ
RANÇONGICIELS:
LE RIMQ INVITE SES MEMBRES À NE
PAS NÉGOCIER AVEC LES PIRATES

D

EVANT LA HAUSSE des

Québec. Heureusement, grâce à une sauve-

rançongiciels (randsomware),

garde efficace des fichiers, les gestionnaires

le RIMQ invite ses membres à

ont pu récupérer tous les fichiers sans avoir

demeurer vigilants à l’égard de

à négocier quoi que ce soit. À noter que ces

la protection des données et surtout, ne jamais

maliciels peuvent également s’attaquer à des

négocier avec les pirates dans le but de verser

ordinateurs privés. En visant un très large

une rançon. D’une part, les organisations vic-

audience, les pirates multiplient leurs chances

times de ce genre d’arnaques pourraient ne

d’obtenir un plus grand nombre de rançons.

jamais revoir leurs données, même quand

Par Thierry Houle-Gingras
Ville de Hampstead

elles paient; d’autre part, céder au chantage

Comment cela fonctionne-t-il?

ne pourrait qu’encourager cette pratique et

Mentionnons tout d’abord que la messagerie

favoriser l’émergence de nouveaux maliciels

électronique est le point d’entrée privilégié des

encore plus virulents. Il ne faut pas perdre

logiciels extorqueurs. Il kidnappe vos données

de vue que si les pirates poursuivent leurs

de deux façons, soit: en verrouillant l’écran

opérations, c’est que c’est rentable!

ou l’appareil, au moyen d’une image ou d’une

Plusieurs municipalités canadiennes,

fenêtre quelconque ou en en encodant, qui vous

américaines et européennes ont déjà subi une

empêchera d’ouvrir et accéder à vos fichiers et

attaque, notamment la Ville de Hampstead, au

Continued on page 30
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❭❭Governance Matters

IT PROCUREMENT:

MAKING IT WORK (PART 1 OF 2)

“The alignment of technology and procurement has always had a lot of tension to it. Often
it’s about whether the jurisdiction has met the procurement laws first – and, perhaps secondly,
whether or not they actually achieved the outcomes they were looking for.”
Dugan Petty, Former Oregon CIO
Fellow, e.Republic Centre for Digital Government

Procurement Process Objectives–
Finding the Right Balance

must also balance competing objectives simi-

To be fair to all involved, it should be acknow-

lar to those listed above, it is likely that the

ledged that government procurement pro-

greater scrutiny provided for public sector

cesses must find a delicate balance among a

procurement means that more weight is given

number of competing objectives:

to the first objective (fair and open competi-

• Ensuring fair and open competition –

tion) in the public sector. A private sector

that is, that all prospective bidders have

corporation may not have the same perceived

T A RECENT government confer-

an opportunity to bid and that their bids

obligation to give all possible suppliers an

ence, I was asked to speak on the

will be evaluated in a fair and unbiased

opportunity to bid and may focus more on

manner;

the second and third objectives – getting the

By Roy Wiseman
Executive Director, MISA/ASIM Canada

A

question of whether government

While procurement in the private sector

procurement processes work

• Getting the best solution for the best price –

for IT projects: Do we need to change these

balancing the quality and value of what

processes? In what way?

is being proposed against the cost and

IT Procurement: Making it Better

determining the optimum solution for the

Rather than bemoaning the flaws in the

organization;

existing process, my presentation focused on

In preparing for this event, I ran across the
above quote from a former government CIO

best results and running an efficient process.

which, I felt, captured the situation reasonably

• Running an efficient and effective process –

a number of specific steps that I believe gov-

well. Partly due to media reports on govern-

consistent with the value of the goods or

ernment CIOs can take to make the process

ment procurement processes which have not

services being requested. For instance, an

work better for them. Some of these require

gone well, we now seem to be in a situation in

elaborate and lengthy process, including

working with other stakeholders (Purchasing,

which a successful process is defined as one in

public advertising, would not be justified

Legal), but all are within our grasp.

which the rules have all been followed – with

for relatively low value procurement, where

1. Build Trust with Purchasing

little regard as to whether the results meet

any savings resulting from casting a wider

(and Legal).

the needs of and represent best value for the

net would be more than offset by the cost

Like all internal service functions,

organization.

of the process.

Purchasing has both a service provider and
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corporate stewardship responsibility. This

2. Take Ownership of the Process.

among others) that had nothing to do

means that Purchasing must sometimes

Notwithstanding the above, you can be

with the quality of the proposal and did

uphold corporate policies and standards,

firm with Purchasing in taking owner-

not question our fundamental terms and

reminding you of things that you either must

ship of the process. It is, after all, your

conditions. In one situation, eight of eleven

do or cannot do related to the procurement

service that depends on the success of the

responses to a relatively small consulting

process. As a client, it is in your interest to

procurement. While Purchasing’s primary

RFP were rejected – including all from

build trust by showing that you understand

responsibility is to ensure the integrity of

those that I considered to be the leading

and respect “the rules” and Purchasing’s

the process – that the rules have been fol-

vendors in the specific area (ITIL).

responsibilities. This means taking the

lowed – your focus is on getting the right

In reviewing the law on this situation,

time to review the Purchasing By-Law and

solution at the best price for your clients.

acquisition.gov provides for the rejection

related policies, including questioning

We can draw an analogy between

of any bid “that fails to conform to the

things that you don’t understand or which

Purchasing’s role in procurement and that

essential requirements of the invitation for

might seem unnecessarily restricting.

of Human Resources in a hiring process,

bids” but also provides that the contracting

Learn where the boundaries lie and where

where HR’s role is again to ensure that

officer may “give the bidder an opportun-

there may be some flexibility for interpreta-

“the rules” (related to discrimination,

ity to cure any deficiency resulting from a

tion. In my experience, Purchasing is more

bias, the types of questions that you can

minor informality or irregularity or waive

likely to grant flexibility where a level of

or cannot ask, ensuring that candidates

the deficiency …where the defect …can

trust has been established. On the other

have the required skills, etc.) are being

be corrected or waived without being

hand, where it seems that a client is either

followed. But in the hiring process, it

prejudicial to other bidders …[and] when

ignorant of or willingly flaunts the rules,

is usually clear that the final decision,

the effect on price, quantity, quality, or

Purchasing is much more likely to clamp

within the rules, is yours. It is, after all,

delivery is negligible.”

down – as we in IT would do in a similar

you who will have to live with the results of

Notwithstanding such guidelines (and

situation with “difficult” clients.

the hiring decision. Sometimes, however,

acknowledging that the law provides much

Another key partner in the procure-

your responsibility for the final decision

less flexibility for tenders, in comparison

ment process is often your legal advisors.

(again, within the rules) may seem less

to RFPs), many municipalities seem very

For instance, as situations arise during

clear for procurement.

reluctant to offer vendors an opportunity

the bidding process, Purchasing will fre-

If you know the rules and the bound-

to correct even minor deficiencies. As long

quently consult with Legal to obtain their

aries, you can be firmer in defining how

as this opportunity is incorporated in the

advice. IT leaders are frequently excluded

you want the process to proceed. In this

procedures and made available to all, it

from these conversations and are simply

regard, I was frequently told that some-

need not bias the process. Since it is in

presented with “the decision”, without

thing had to be done in a certain way

our interest to have as many bidders as

knowing how the facts were presented

because it was “in the By-Law” – when

possible, we should create a process that

or the options considered. It is in your

in fact it just reflected Purchasing’s pre-

will maximize the likelihood of receiving a

interest to be part of these discussions,

ferred approach. By knowing the By-Law,

broad range of acceptable bids. Instead, we

so that you can identify your preferred

I could challenge these assertions (such

seem intent on creating an obstacle course

outcome, within the legally acceptable

as the need for mandatory bidders’ meet-

that potential vendors must navigate – and

options. However, before you can partici-

ings, notification of likely vendors, rather

immediately kick them out when they fail

pate meaningfully and even be accepted

than relying on public advertising, formula

to do so successfully.

in such discussions, it is again necessary

for evaluating cost against other factors,

Perhaps we should have a performance

to build trust, showing that you under-

among others) and frequently get agree-

indicator for Purchasing, based on the ratio

ment on a different approach.

of accepted to rejected bids. Our vendors

stand and respect the expertise that each
discipline brings to the table, while still

3. Change the Bias (and Process) to

devote a great deal of time and effort into

advocating for options that will best meet

Accept Rather than Reject Bids.

preparing their bids. If too many of them

your objectives.

In my later years at Peel, it seemed that

are unable to do so successfully, despite

Building an effective partnership with

more and more bids, in response to our

their best efforts, it suggests that our pro-

Legal Services will also be of key import-

RFPs or tenders, were being rejected for

cesses are too complex or error prone. It

ance during the later stage of contract

seemingly trivial reasons (not all required

is in our interests to work with the vendor

negotiations – as will be discussed in

areas being initialled, failure to include

community to identify and address (e.g.

Part 2 of this discussion.

and initial one of our many addenda,

with clearer instructions) the major causes
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In one discussion, a municipal lawyer recommended to me that we include a particular liability
clause – and then said that, if she were advising the vendor, she would advise them not to accept it.

for rejected bids. It is easy to say that this

effectively exclude all large, reput-

time and effort on both sides. It should

is just the vendors’ problem, but we are the

able firms who include legal review of

also be admitted that some competitive

losers, every time we reject a potentially

terms as part of their response. Is this

bidding processes, especially for consult-

winning bid.

our intent? Why would we, for instance,

ing contracts, are largely a sham, with a

4. Develop Commercially Reasonable

include such a requirement in a relatively

preferred vendor determined in advance.

Business Terms.

standard consulting contract where the

But instead of openly acknowledging our

While MISA has undertaken various

primary responsibility of the consulting

bias, we asked our preferred vendor and

initiatives, especially in Ontario, to

firm is to provide advice that meets pro-

a few others to submit bids, so that we

develop a standard set of terms and con-

fessional standards? What we do with

can make a “competitive” award. This

ditions to be included in IT contracts,

that advice is our responsibility – so

is clearly a waste of everyone’s time.

none of these have been widely adopted.

where is the liability concern? Why do

But while it would be more efficient and

As a result, IT contracts continue to be

we need open-ended clauses defining

more honest to acknowledge our prefer-

a battle between one-sided contractual

vendor liability?

ence in the first place and make the case

conditions proposed on one side by the

Perhaps more to the point, despite end-

for why direct negotiation is justified,

vendor community and on the other by

less arguing over such terms, they are

the current bias against direct nego-

municipal lawyers.

almost never put to the test. As discussed

tiation is so strong that we take the
easy way out.

In this area, I largely blame the fun-

further in Part 2 of this article, I prefer to

damentally adversarial bias of our legal

focus on having a successful relationship –

As part of justifying direct negotiation,

culture. In one discussion, a municipal

or terminating quickly, using built in

prior successful experience should count

lawyer recommended to me that we include

escape/exit clauses, when it goes off the

for something. In our personal lives, if

a particular liability clause – and then said

rails – rather than spending a lot of time

we have hired someone to do a job (or if a

that if she were advising the vendor, she

on clauses that will allow me to sue the

friend has hired that person), and we have

vendor if things go seriously bad.

had good results, then we wouldn’t hesitate

would advise them not to accept it. I don’t
understand this type of thinking. Why not

to hire them again to do similar work. Why

propose something that is more reasonable

otiations, when and as Appropriate.

doesn’t this make sense in business? Can’t

in the first place?

One area of government procurement

we can develop a process, with appropri-

But this is not just a problem with

that is regularly excoriated in the media

ate safeguards (e.g. limited number of

municipal lawyers. I attended a number

relates to contracts awarded through direct

“repeats”), which would allow awarding

of meetings with legal representatives from

negotiation, without competition, the so-

of similar contracts to previous vendors –

the vendor community in our efforts to

called “sole source” contracts. Most muni-

effectively rewarding those who have done

develop mutually acceptable terms and

cipalities and other governments include

good work? Why are we afraid to stand up

conditions and was generally met with the

in their by-law a relatively limited set of

for what is clearly a “commercially reason-

same resistance and unwillingness to meet

conditions under which such contracts are

able” practice?

in the middle: “These are our terms; others

acceptable.

have accepted them [because they have no
choice]; why can’t you?”
In my experience, when we include
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5. Don’t be Afraid to use Direct Neg

While I understand the need for caution

Part 2: To Be Continued

in this area, it is worth making the case

In Part 2 of this Governance Column, I will

on the other side.

provide some additional recommendations for

unreasonable terms (such as unlimited

First, sole source contracts are

liability) in our bid documents, we

undoubtedly efficient, minimizing the
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making the procurement process work better
for all concerned.
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to help citizens and visitors to the municipality complete inter-

documents. Le message se contente normalement d’offrir un moyen

actions and transactions online whenever possible. Online

de paiement afin de rétablir l’accès à l’ordinateur ou aux données.

environments change on a regular basis, and Strathroy-

Il arrive aussi que le logiciel affiche le logo d’un corps policier

Caradoc is keeping up with those changes with its refreshed

ou gouvernemental ou, encore, d’une entreprise bien connue,

and mobile-friendly website.

prétextant que le paiement constitue une amende à payer pour

Strathroy-Caradoc’s web redesign project includes a number
of service-oriented and user-friendly features, including:
A responsive web design, suitable for all mobile devices
Enhanced news and calendar modules with customizable

éviter les poursuites ou une peine d’emprisonnement. Il arrive
également que le message exige un délai très court pour effectuer
le paiement afin de mettre encore plus de pression sur les victimes.

functions and features, including opportunities to subscribe to

Et ça continue...

news alerts and filter events by category

Une nouvelle forme de rançongiciel plus évoluée (Petya) vient

An interactive listing of parks and facilities
An online registration system for parks and recreation programs and for the booking of parks and recreation facilities
One of the most significant new online services integrated
into Strathroy-Caradoc’s website is Bids & Tenders – an awardwinning, end-to-end e-procurement solution. Offering vendors
an easy-to-use and more efficient e-tendering tool, StrathroyCaradoc is meeting the demands for simplified, paperless
processes.
To view the refreshed site, visit www.strathroy-caradoc.ca. ●

de faire son apparition. Alors que la plupart d’entre eux sont
sélectifs sur les données qu’ils polluent, Petya vise la totalité du
lecteur de démarrage (Start-up drive) de la victime, en encryptant
la table de fichiers principale (Master file table - MFT). Selon
Lawrence Abraham, créateur du blogue BleepingComputer.
com, le nouveau maliciel viserait particulièrement les usagers
des organisations dotées d’un service des T.I. plutôt qu’une
audience plus large. En Allemagne, il se serait introduit par des
liens Dropbox, à l’intérieur de courriels transmis aux Services
ressources humaines de plusieurs compagnies.
Les gestionnaire T.I. n’est pas seul dans la lutte aux
rançongiciels. Chaque employé, à son poste de travail, doit se
poser la question avant d’ouvrir un courriel et cliquer sur un lien:
porter une attention particulière au nom de l’expéditeur et à son
nom de domaine... est-ce qu’il ne ressemble pas, à une lettre près,

Teranet Inc.
123 Front Street, Suite 700, Toronto, ON M5J 2M2
(416) 360-8863 • Fax: (416) 703-5036
www.teranet.ca
761645_Teranet.indd
1
12/08/15 11:38 pm
Teranet is an international leader in electronic land registration and is the
exclusive provider of online property search and registration in Ontario and The
Property Registry in Manitoba. As a trusted provider of master data management
(MDM) solutions and services to government, utilities and commercial enterprises,
Teranet enables customers to improve efficiencies and enable smart decision
making by providing reliable property information and location intelligence
capabilities through a world-class customer experience. For more information
about Teranet, visit www.teranet.ca or www.teranetxchange.ca
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à un nom de domaine connu?... De même, l’objet du courriel et
son contenu sont-ils cohérents? Et qu’en est-il du nom de la
pièce jointe?... Plus les utilisateurs seront informés et sensibilisés,
moins ils risqueront d’ouvrir la porte aux ravisseurs.
Pour en savoir plus:
http://techno.lapresse.ca/nouvelles/piratage/201603/23/014963665-lextorsion-par-piratage-informatique-en-pleinessor.php
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